I primarily do translations from English into Norwegian, but I also do translations from German into Norwegian.
 
I am a cand.mag. (Bachelor of Arts) from the University of Oslo, where I completed three-semester courses of English and German and two-semester courses of linguistics and political science. I have also completed an introductory course of general chemistry at the University of Bergen. I now work as a purchaser at the Ullevaal University Hospital, where I do purchasing work for the Division of Internal Services, which is responsible for food, textiles, cleaning, transport, electric current and other non-medical matters. Previously I also did much work for the laboratories.
 
I have already had 4 specimen translations approved by 4 different translation agencies: one from English into Norwegian by Berlitz in Norway, one from German into Norwegian by ComText, a Norwegian agency, one from English into Norwegian by the Xerox Language Services in England, and one from English into Norwegian by the Israeli branch of Avanti Translations. I have completed two tasks for the company ComText. I have also done two technical translations for the Elite Translation Agency in Taiwan and some small translations for the A&A Language Bureau in South Africa, Avanti Translations in Israel and the Netherlands and Transnet System in Singapore. Previously I translated the booklet "Buddhism for all" by Vorasak Jandamit into Norwegian.

I accept most kinds of texts. I am especially interested in general texts about natural sciences, and I translate computer-related texts that are written for non-specialists. For the time being I prefer texts that are relatively short, or for which there is much time available. I can often do translation work in weekends. I try to keep prices low.
 
My PC works with Windows XP, and it is connected to the Internet. I have the Microsoft Word 2002, Excel 2002 and PowerPoint 2002.

It would be a pleasure hearing from you.
 

Yours faithfully,

Even Eifring



